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Executive Summary

Test automation, which is often misconstrued as a cost-cutting measure to reduce the size

of quality assurance staff, allows more test cases to be tested effectively and efficiently. Test

automation can be used to improve test coverage, and shift focus on verification, validation,

and testing to developing appropriate test cases, as opposed to spending unnecessary effort

in entering test input for designed test cases, and ensuring that the test output are correct.

Various techniques associated with test automation in VLSI circuit design and software

engineering were discussed. Some selected topics for discussion included design for test tech-

niques, including built-in self-test, automated test pattern generation, design of experiments,

and test coverage. A comparison an analogy between the application of such techniques in

VLSI circuit design and software development is provided.

Finally, the techniques for test automation in VLSI design or software development are

not mutually exclusive, since they share a lot of similarities under the umbrella of systems

architecting and engineering. Hence, software developers and testers should learn from VLSI

circuit designers and testers, and vice versa to learn about each other’s concepts and tech-

niques in test automation. This will enable them to incorporate other people’s innovations

in test automation into their software and/or hardware products.

“Dont be encumbered by past history, go out and do something wonderful.”

- Robert Noyce, Intel founder and chair
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1 Introduction

1.1 Difficulties of Software Testing

Software testing is the process of verifying a software system according to its design specifi-

cations through its execution, and validating its intended use by the user(s) in the desired

environment(s) [1]. It is used to exercise the computer program to test certain blocks of

code in the structure of the software design, and the validity of its specifications. It is also

used to detect faults in the computer program, and in parts of the computer program that

is more likely to fail [2]. The act of software execution differentiates it from static software

verification, during which the source code is read and analyzed. Since software specifications

define the appropriate functions of the software, incorrect functions that are carried out by

the software indicate its failure. These failures, defects, or bugs, are due to errors in its

source code [1].

There are various reasons for the evasion of software bugs from the scrutiny of the quality

assurance team, which end up being reported by users. By empowering software testers with

different testing techniques, and educating them about the application domain of the software

usage, testers would be able to source software defects. Subsequently, they would also be

able to utilize the skills that they had acquired to determine what caused the errors to occur,

and the locality of the bugs [1].

To understand how will the software be used by clients to perform certain tasks, and its

operating environment, testers have to seek the users’ perspectives on how will the software

be used so that they can innovate effective and efficient test cases. This requires the testers

to have adequate experience and skills in software development, such as programming, data

structures, design patterns, formal methodologies, and algorithms. Modeling the operating

environment can include interaction with users, software interfaces in the operating system or

runtime library, communication interfaces between physical devices and computer networks,

and interfaces for file manipulation and modification [1].

Once the software’s interaction with its operating environment can be modeled, test cases

can be selected for evaluating the software to verify and validate its correctness. In addition,

test input for unit testing, integration testing, and system testing to be designed; regression

testing should be carried out whenever modifications are made to the source code. Test

scenarios should also be selected based on the specifications and the operating environment

to test the functions and structure of the software. Subsequently, software metrics, such as

the number of errors found per million lines of code, can be used to estimate how far has

testing progressed [1].

While testing software, a tester should consider valid, invalid, and unexpected inputs.

Also, memory usage and functional failure of system processes should also be evaluated for
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their impact. In addition, changes made to files, directories, and/or disks by another program

must be reflected in other programs that are concurrently accessing the shared resources; it

is important to track these modifications as contemporary operating systems may only allow

simultaneous read access, and one exclusive write access, to the same resources. Consider-

ation of these scenarios lead to many test cases, which result in significant investments in

verification, validation, and testing to achieve adequate test coverage [1].

By considering each state in the execution of the program as a boolean condition that

may or may not occur, these states can be tabulated in a truth table to determine each

possible combination of these states. If a state is considered to be too complex compared

to others in the truth table, it can be modeled as several states. This leads to a possible

combination of (2n
− 1) states to be evaluated as test cases, where n is the number states;

these test cases can also be modeled as a binary decision diagram. Other methods based

on statistical analysis (see Section 7 on Design of Experiments), finite state machines, or

graphs, such as Petri nets, can also be used to select a suitable subset of these combinations

for testing. Methods for generating test patterns include evolutionary algorithms and formal

methodologies [1].

It is evident from above that software tests are unable to exhaustively cover each possible

test case, as that would require enormous amount of resources in terms of man-hours to do

so. This leads to a need for testing methodologies that provide adequate and effective test

coverage, without having redundancy in evaluating test cases. In addition, the range of

input values that can be entered as input can be large, and the boundary conditions on

these valid ranges should be tested to avoid exhaustive testing of all possible values. Testers

must also consider how the sequence in which the input was entered into the software, or

its modules/sub-modules, will influence its behavior. This is important for concurrently

processed input data. Moreover, the software can be intentionally inserted with software

defects so that test cases can be designed to locate them, and, possibly, other errors that

were unintentionally entered into the source code [1].

1.2 Software Test Plans

Test plans and test system development can be based on the available software requirements

and design specifications. They can also be used to determine the amount of test coverage

using a numeric approach, or a cross-reference approach. In the former approach, benchmarks

are created for determining the progress and coverage of testing. The benchmarks indicate

the percentage of test cases that have been tested, the percentage of test cases that have

passed the tests, and the risk involved in not having ran this test case. In the latter approach,

techniques such as functional tracing and function-test matrix use the functions that are

required to be provided by the software to check if they have all be satisfied by the software
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during testing [3].

1.3 Why Use Test Automation for Software Engineering (and

VLSI Circuit Design?)

1.3.1 Software Test Automation and Formal Verification

Software test automation is using software to automate any part of the software testing

process. It may involve generating test inputs and expected test results, test execution,

and evaluation of test results by comparing them to expected test results. Assertions, pre-

conditions, and post-conditions can be used to facilitate the automated testing environment

in determining and locating errors, which will be isolated or corrected [1]. In addition,

it can be used to help make software testing more effective, utilize less human resources,

and be repeatable [4]. That is, it can be used to reduce the need for the labor-intensive

task of manually entering input to the software, based on different test scenarios. This

allow test results under specific conditions to be duplicated as there won’t be any human

errors in entering the input data on different executions of the software under the same test

scenario [1].

It can also provide the coverage of the executed tests, and support regression testing.

Its advantages include the following: verifying fixes of software bugs are faster and more

efficient as the fixed code is evaluated with the same test inputs, facilitate debugging for the

aforementioned reason, and facilitate regression testing. In addition, it is used in combination

with manual testing in cases where there exists significant user interaction with the graphical

user interface (GUI), and in embedded systems that require a lot of domain knowledge and

environmental conditions. This is because developing and/or maintaining software testing

tools for test automation can be more costly than manual testing [4].

Test code can be also embedded into the source code as built-in self-tests, where the

test code may have various procedures to introduce redundancy into software testing. Thus,

these testing procedures should test the same set of test cases, and be independent of or lowly

correlated with each other. After executing each of these redundant procedures, their output

test results are collected for comparison with each other. If these test results are the same

for a set of test cases, it indicates that the software probably implements the specifications

for these test cases correctly. It is unlikely that a set of test cases is improperly verified after

taking different approaches to testing that set of test cases. Alternatively, the test code can

undo the function of the segment of the source code, and compared the output of the undo

operation with the given inputs for any discrepancies [1].

The software architecture and source code should be designed and developed with the

objective of making software testing easier [1]. This is important since testing usually takes
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up more time than scheduled for [5], and the successful execution of these tests can only

indicate that no software errors exist for the executing the software under these test scenarios.

That is, there is no guarantee that this software has no errors; reliability models can then be

used to predict how the software will perform correctly before failure when it receives poor

data input [1].

Automated black-box testing of software components, which include modules and classes,

can provide effective and efficient modular testing. Test programs can be automatically

generated for software modules, along with their input programs. In addition, software

module wrappers that serve as test mechanisms can be produced automatically or semi-

automatically. That is, extra code for each software module is provided to serve as a com-

patible interface between that software module and the test programs/scripts. This makes

it easier for the test program to call functions/methods for testing [6].

The tools for automated testing shall be developed to implement selected test cases to

provide meaningful test results that can be collated and analyzed. Using such automated

testing tools to execute the software for the verification of its behavior is meaningful only

when the software fails to perform as expected. Hence, determining what shall be the test

inputs, and what shall the expected output and behavior be, is necessary to prior to the

execution of the software. This also enables software testers to write scripts for filtering

the large amount of generated test results to obtain information that indicates unexpected

software performance; unexpected behavior can be determined by comparing the expected

output with the test results [7].

The organization of the test cases dictate which test case scenarios can be selected for

execution, and how to interpret its test results. It should allows subsets of selected test

cases or part of test scripts to be executed during debugging so that software errors can be

determined, as these selected portions of the test scripts act as breakpoints in the software.

However, the use of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) complicate things further. In addition,

there exist problems in comparing expected outputs with test results, as they may raise false

positives. Such problems include the rounding off values due to the chosen numerical repre-

sentation of variables in the program, and incorrect format of output strings. Consequently,

the test automation architecture must be flexible to various input formats and a considerable

range of selected test input values, and be adaptable to changes in the requirements and test

case scenarios [7].

Finally, by formally describing the intended functions of the software using a model-based

specification language, software requirements that describe the functions of each module can

be generated automatically. These software can be enhanced by semi-formal and informal

functional descriptions. When informal descriptions are used, user interaction is required

to generate software requirements describing the behavior of components. This is due to
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the difficulties of deriving functional requirements from informal descriptions. For formal

specifications, preconditions and postconditions can be used to determine how the software

components deal with erroneous input, and only assert acceptable output. Subsequently,

input test data, automated testing facilities, and expected test results for these test suites

and input test data can be automatically generated [6].

1.3.2 VLSI Test Automation and Formal Verification

To ensure the correctness of an IC, simulation can be used to determine if a circuit has

correct values in the output parameters of the IC when given a set of input signals. Hence, the

effective use of simulation depends on the selection of test inputs, and acute knowledge of the

circuit to select test inputs with significant test coverage. However, when verification is used

to determine if a circuit is functioning correctly, it obtains information about the parameters

of the circuit from its description, and affirm that these extracted circuit parameters are

correct. That is, verification does not depend on the selection of test input patterns. Since

not all functional behavior of the circuit can be simulated, its non-functional specifications

and structure can be adequately and succinctly specified without ambiguity for verification.

Due to this need for additional specifications, verification is not used widely in hardware or

software validation, verification, and testing. Although the scope of using verification tools

is limited, they provide an infallible means of establishing that the circuit performs correctly

to meet certain specifications [8].

Examples of verification tools used in VLSI test automation include electrical verification

and timing verification. The former ascertains the adherence of design rules and electrical

rules, which are specific to each design style. It also requires keen knowledge of the circuit

structure at different hierarchical levels so that the verification tools can determine if the

aforementioned rules are consistently followed at various hierarchical levels. The latter is

used to establish if the critical paths (or worst-case path) in the circuit have meet their

(its) timing requirements. Since the delay on a path depends on the inputs applied to the

circuit, the critical paths that are identified for observation of circuit parameters during

circuit simulation may not be the worst-case path. Thus, a timing verification tool, or

timing verifier, is used to enumerate each path in the electrical network, and sort these

paths according to their delays. That is, the sorting procedure will determine the path with

the longest delay [8].

Next, the behavior of a circuit’s component, such as a transistor, gate, or module, can

be mathematically described as a function of its inputs and internal state. The description

of all components in the circuit can be synthesized into a register transfer level (RTL) or

netlist description of the circuit. Formal verification can subsequently be used to compare

this derived behavioral description of the circuit with its specifications to determine if they
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are mathematically equivalent, so that it can be ascertained that this circuit will perform

as specified. Since formal verification is computationally intensive to enumerate all possible

input patterns and sequences, and compare the outputs of two different circuit descriptions,

it can only be applied for certain categories of circuits where the search space is not unrea-

sonably large [8].

For formal verification to work effectively, the circuit must be unambiguously specified

with formal methods that are mathematical description models [9]. Following this, either of

the following two types of formal verification techniques are used to determine if the circuit

will perform as specified: equivalence proving and property proving. In equivalence proving,

a low-level description of the circuit is compared with a high-level description of the circuit

to determine if they are mathematically equivalent or only perform the same functions. On

the other hand, property proving determines if a circuit description possess characteristics.

If the circuit is found not to own the required attributes, the property proving tool would

examine the conditions that lead to this error [8].

During the fabrication and testing process of IC chips, faults can be introduced in these

chips. Hence, there is a need to determine if they are functioning correctly with different

input and under various conditions. Consequently, when some of these faulty products are

released to consumers, an expensive recall, repair, or replacement of products would be

needed. However, it is cumbersome and time-consuming to hook up expensive automated

test equipment (ATE) to the IC chip for adequate testing. Thus, the design-for-testability

(DFT) approach is used to facilitate IC design and testing so that it can avoid some of the

aforementioned problems [8]. By implementing different DFT techniques, testing of VLSI

circuits would require less human resources, time, and monetary costs as it can be automated.

Testing procedures in VLSI fall under the following categories: diagnostic test, functional

test, and parametric test. Diagnostic tests are used to identify the fault and determine its

location, while functional tests are used to determine if the IC chip functions correctly.

Parametric tests are used to observe continuous parameters in static and dynamic tests to

determine if they exhibit erroneous values [8].

2 Software (and Hardware) Test Coverage and Metrics

2.1 Software Test Coverage, Metrics, and Adequacy

The improvement of test coverage and analysis of test results facilitates debugging. It results

in allowing the behavior of the system to be examined for a greater range of test cases to

determine locality of the software errors, and to eliminate or isolate them [6].

The adequacy of criteria for objective measurement of the quality in software testing will

be discussed as follows. To discuss how adequate existing or proposed criteria are, various
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concepts regarding software testing metrics need to be defined. A test case is an input that

the program will receive and process during test execution, and a test set refers to a collection

of test cases. Statement coverage is the extent to which each statement in the program is

executed at least once during testing, and complete statement coverage (100% coverage) is

an adequate criterion; an adequate test set achieves complete code coverage [2, 10].

Similarly, branch coverage is the extent to which all branch statements in the computer

program are exercised at least once during testing, and its adequacy is determined by com-

plete branch coverage (100% coverage). Also, path coverage is the extent to which all paths

in the computer program are executed at least once during testing, and its adequacy is

determined by complete path coverage (100% coverage) [10]. Software bugs can also be

intentionally embedded into the computer program; such programs are known as mutants.

Test sets that produce different outputs for mutants and nonmutants are known to have killed

the mutants. Therefore, mutating adequacy/score refers to the extent in which mutants are

dead [2].

The adequacy for software testing criteria indicates what aspects of the computer program

need to be tested before it is void of certain types of software errors. However, there is a

need to verify that the software has been adequately tested according to existing criteria,

so that it can be assured that the software has been adequately tested. This implies that

test coverage would be a percentage ranging from zero to one, inclusive. Also, test sets have

to meet a certain extent of test coverage for them to be adequate for software testing; this

extent is the test data adequacy criterion. Having a tighter test data adequacy criterion

improves the ability to detect software bugs during testing. Therefore, this criterion is

often used to compare software testing methodologies. Unfortunately, there is no strong

correlation between the the test data criterion and the quality of the software, which includes

its correctness and reliability [2].

Test data adequacy can be used as a terminating condition to determine when the soft-

ware shall stop processing various test cases and execution. Else, if test coverage is not

improved during software testing, different types of tests may be required for execution to

improve test coverage. Also, it can be used to determine if execution of test cases have been

repeated. Testing at this low-level requires valid test sets that indicate the types and sources

of errors in their testing results. For testing at higher levels, the test cases must be reliable

so that the test sets will consistently and repeatedly produce test results under the same

test conditions [2].

The adequacy criteria for software testing can be based on specifications or program-

based. With regards to the former, the test set is adequate if the computer program has

been exercised with all software specifications. As pertinent to the latter, the test set is

adequate if the computer program is adequately exercised. Note that specification-based or
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program-based adequacy criteria does not depend on test results, since they depend whether

the program has been exercised or executed with certain specifications. They are part of

black-box testing [2].

These code coverage metrics give an inaccurate estimation of how software testing is

progressing. If the testing process indicate high scores on a metric for a set of test cases

or certain types of software bugs, it does not mean that other test cases are tested at high

code coverage, or other types of software bugs are nonexistent. For example, software testing

that has full statement coverage does not guarantee that it is tested with various values that

include boundary values, and values lying inside or outside of the boundaries. Consequently,

software testing should use code coverage to determine if there exists any block of code that

is left untested, and should not use it to determine its progress [10].

Software test coverage can be facilitated easily with the UNIX system command “gcov”,

which is used with another UNIX system command “gcc” to discover segments of the software

that are untested. It can also be used with the UNIX system command “gprof” to profile the

computer program, and ascertain the blocks of the program that consume more processing

time than others. By executing this command after compiling the computer program with

“gcc” and its profiling option, the standard output displays a listing of the source code for

the computer program with a number on the left-hand side to indicate the number of times

each line of code is executed. See its help pages in its UNIX manual for further information.

Lastly, if a line of code is not executed at all, and should have been, a series of hash characters

will be placed by its left side to indicate that test coverage is not 100%.

2.2 Hardware Test Coverage and Metrics

Metrics to help determine the quality of the VLSI chip include testability, yield and manu-

facturability, reliability, and ease of enhancing its technology (modifiability). To ensure that

ICs are seamlessly integrated into embedded systems, they need to be verified, validated, and

tested for functional correctness and having high non-functional qualities. These verification

and testing of ICs should be carried out at reasonable speeds with available resources so

that the time to market for the product is not considerably delayed. Also, to enhance the

processes of verification and testing, the design and hierarchical architecture of the IC shall

facilitate testing and verification [11].

If the yield of the manufactured ICs is low due to a high proportion of defective ICs, it can

be attributed to the variations in the manufacturing processes and poor handling of delicate

ICs by machinery. Hence, the design of ICs must facilitate manufacturing using the design for

manufacturability (DFM) paradigm by considering statistical variations in its manufacturing

processes, and environmental and operating conditions. ICs are tested for their function-

ality, voltage values, and timing specifications and parasitic impedance (process-dependent
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parametric values). Consequently, the stringent criteria of the aforementioned testing met-

rics will determine the number of discarded ICs due to design errors, manufacturing errors,

and careless handling of ICs. For example, such errors may include defective materials and

chemicals, misalignment of lithography equipment, and process variations [11].

The aforementioned statistical variations affect the power supply voltages, operating tem-

peratures, mobility of electrons, gate-oxide capacitance per unit area, and threshold voltages

of devices in the IC. These variations will affect noise margins and signal integrity. Hence, if

the design of ICs are made less responsive to statistical variations during manufacturing pro-

cesses and operate the devices with larger design margins, it will improve the yield and the

performance of the ICs. Some important DFM techniques include parametric yield estima-

tion and maximization, worst-case analysis, and minimization of variability in the circuit’s

performance [11].

Fabrication process variations and random noise due to the environment affect the device

parameters and circuit characteristics. These also affect the performance of the devices and

circuits. Consequently, design of experiments (DOE) techniques can be used to model the

performance of the circuit, and determine how much variability in the fabrication process

will lead to a drastic decrease in the performance of the circuit [11].

The reliability of the IC can be attributed to poor design, manufacturing, and processing

of chemicals and materials. They can be affected by low chip yield, and result in process-

dependent errors such as electromigration, electrostatic discharge (ESD), and latch-up in

CMOS I/O and internal circuits. In addition, they can be affected by single event upset,

on-chip noise and crosstalk, and power and ground bounce as process-independent errors [11].

Since the design of electronic circuits and systems can last several generations of process

technologies, the IC design must facilitate various scaling techniques to move to a new process

technology. Such scaling techniques include constant-field scaling, constant-voltage scaling,

and interconnect scaling. The possible decreasing time to market for the IC design with

each subsequent process technology will complicate the problems of completing the timely

upgrade to a new process technology [11].

3 Fault and Test Models

3.1 Hardware Fault Models

As the risks of inadequately testing ICs increases, different types of fault models need to be

included in testing schemes so that more types of physical defects, and electrical and logical

faults can be covered. Examples of some fault models include the stuck-at fault model and

delay fault model. The former fault model deals with short circuits between the source and

drain of a MOSFET, and open circuits at the drain or source of a MOSFET [8]. The latter
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model deals with failures to meet timing requirements at the desired speed. Other fault

models include the bridging fault model, which occur when a net is used to replace two

other nets with an implementation of a elementary logic function (AND or OR the previous

nets), open and break faults [8], and IDDQ faults due to leakage currents [8, 12].

3.2 Software Test Models

The complexity of contemporary software requires the usage of models to facilitate the de-

velopment of tests for the software, and comprehension of the software implementation of

existing software architectural design. Test models or its revised versions are used to im-

prove such comprehension of software implementation, and enhance test design to produce

consistent and repeatable tests. They allow software testing to be systematic, focused, and

automated to avoid repetitive work, to narrow the region where the source of the software

bugs can be, and to reduce resource consumption. The use of test models allow methodi-

cal enumeration of inputs and states that affect the software. While such test models are

developed empirically or from some heuristics, they result in more effective and efficient

testing than the random or biased application of certain test inputs and coverage of selected

states [4].

A test-ready model is comprised of adequate information to automatically produce and

implement test cases. These models are used with testable Object-Oriented Analysis/Design

(OOA/D) techniques to assure that test cases can be developed, so that software tests which

implement these test cases can be executed to produce test results. Models for software

analysis and design can be used as test models if they provide enough information to au-

tomatically produce and implement test cases. Else, test models need to be developed to

facilitate software testing. Software designs that are formally specified can be easily and

automatically be used as sources for generating test cases, test inputs, and expected test re-

sults. However, not all software designs can easily and quickly be formally specified. Hence,

a mixture of unambiguous and complete test models that are problem-oriented need to be

combined with formal test models. Together, they form a set of test models that are consis-

tent, feasible, modifiable, traceable, usable, and verifiable [4].

4 Software Test Automation Architecture

Recent trends towards component-based software development improves software modularity

while decreasing inter-module dependencies. This improves software development efficiency,

as it is easier to develop software components without worrying about its dependencies with

other components and how these software interfaces can be tested. When these software

components are adequately tested before their integration, software testers can confidently
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test the interaction between software modules without worrying about errors that may occur

within a specific component. This also allows them to verify the concurrent execution of

complex modules with greater ease [6].

Software test environments facilitate the automation of software testing with the use of

an integrated set of tools. Such environments are used to help set up test plans, manage

the test automation process, develop the testing tools for the environment, execute the

automated tests, and garner test results for analysis. The architecture for these software

test environments are used to specify how it uses its components and features to perform

certain functions [13].

The analytical evaluation of the architecture for the software test environment is to

determine if a framework is capable of achieving accurate, repeatable, and efficient and

cost-effective testing. Consequently, this architecture will be able to facilitate the choices of

making trade-offs to obtain performance gains during design. However, the development of

such architectures occurs under constraints such as the performance of automated tests, and

their ability to be transferred between platforms and modified to test future versions of the

software. A proposed reference architecture for these environments employs the Software

Architectural Analysis Method (SAAM) to evaluate software on various test environments

under the aforementioned evaluation criteria and constraints [13].

Traditional methods of evaluating software test environment architectures use taxonomy

to determine if they perform certain test functions, or possess certain features to support

testing. In contrast to the elaborate written descriptions of taxonomies, SAAM uses a

graphical description of rules and guidelines to help software test engineers develop and

analyze their architectures. The rules and guidelines dictate what can or cannot be done, they

do not merely categorize what has to be done. Subsequently, SAAM uses these guidelines and

macroscopic perspectives on the system’s structure to classify the functional sub-domains of

the system. Next, it develops a graphical description of the architecture for each sub-domain,

and describes a set of tasks needed to be completed to accomplish the desired objectives.

Finally, it determines how well the architecture supports each task, which indicates how well

the architecture facilitates testing [13].

To develop and analyze architectures, a canonical partition of the application domain

is performed by describing its distinctive features. This must entail the characterization

of specific tasks that must be carried out during testing, and those that will be used to

automate this process, which is evolving with testing technology. Contemporary technology

dictates the early use of software specifications and requirements in the software development

lifecycle to concurrently develop, and verify and test software. This will prevent software

errors that occur early in the lifecycle to propagate through different lifecycle phases [13].

Next, SAAM is used to obtain a graphical description of the structure of its components
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such as its processes, modules, files, and database. They are used to individually specify the

flow of information and control in the execution of the program. The resultant graphical

descriptions provide a uniform abstraction of the system so that different architectures can be

compared. Finally, each of the components is then allocated to the different sub-domains. At

this juncture, it is noted that this is similar to integrated circuit design, as there are different

hierarchical levels of design, each of which has its own styles for modeling the design [13].

To plan the test automation architecture, the interaction between its components and

features with the environment must be identified and specified. When these are formally

described, the tasks for test automation can be specified so that resources can be optimally

spent only on incorporating components and features that are intended for, and can be

included in, automated testing. This also helps to reduce the complexity of the test automa-

tion architecture, which already has significant difficulty to enable tools and utilities to be

transferred between different operating environments [7].

Next, testing tools must be selected or modified from existing resources; available re-

sources can also be used to purchase testing tools and additional features, or to develop them.

Subsequently, a plan for incorporating these tools into test automation can be planned. If

necessary, a unique test automation architecture may be developed for each environment to

improve cost effectiveness and efficiency, and to reduce the complexity of the architectures.

For example, automated tests in such architectures can be concurrently executed on differ-

ent environments, or simultaneously evaluated the software’s performance on different sets

of test case scenarios. Finally, the structure indicating the components and their interaction

must be provided along with the sequence describing how the tests shall be automated. This

will help clarify issues regarding what tests can and shall be automated, their sequence of

execution, and what are the expected and acceptable test results [7].

The analysis and interpretation of test automation results involves filtering poor test

results from the collection of results. In addition, various memory and data components,

and communication channels that may be compromised in the execution of the software

under test must be checked. Moreover, the interaction between the software with others

during concurrent execution must be tested and monitored for resource consumption, and

the state of the operating environment and software. This is difficult to perform since

many components in the operating environment may be affected, and the means to predict

acceptable and expected test outcomes also need to be developed. Thus, when expected

and acceptable test results are not obtained, warning flags need to be raised to indicate

software malfunction and determine the locality of discovered software errors. Also, the use

of assertions, preconditions, and postconditions can facilitate test automation in verifying

the states, behavior, and outputs of the software [7].

Mechanisms for automatically generating expected and acceptable test results for com-
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parison with test results is faster than those used by human testers, and do not make mistakes

in pattern matching. Also, computers do not get distracted, and consequently fail to spot

software errors [7].

The architecture for test automation can be simplified using divide and conquer on com-

ponents that are not highly coupled [14]. This will facilitate concurrent testing of software

modules, and allow simplify the mechanisms required to generate test cases. That is, the

modularity of the software architecture facilitates concurrent unit and module testing. Lastly,

the complexity of tools for analyzing the test results can also be reduced [7].

System architecting heuristics, and the divide and conquer framework can be used along

with design patterns to design the software’s architecture [15–19]. It would enable software

developers and testers reuse common solutions to various problems in software engineering

or programming. In addition, the application of design patterns, heuristics, and software

frameworks as general tools for refactoring can facilitate the customization of each software

product to enable software developers improve its properties or quality. Such properties

required for developing good quality software include maintainability, modularity, portability,

reconfigurability, reusability, simplicity, and testability [14,15,18,20,21]. Those properties in

the software that are required for good operational quality include performance, reliability,

and survivability [18,22].

These design patterns can help reduce the complexity of the software so that it is more

manageable for software developers and testers [23–25]. The gradual improvement of the

software’s architecture and its modifiability can come from analysis and verification of the

non-functional requirements, which covers more than the behavioral and structural speci-

fications of the software. This can help improve the knowledge and application of design

patterns into the software architecture [21]. Finally, these software techniques can be com-

bined with software architectural styles and object-oriented design to improve the design of

software architectures [20].

The structure of such design patterns can be formerly modeled with the Unified Modeling

Language (UML). This allows software architects to analyze the application of design pat-

terns and document software architecture, without having to deal with unnecessary details

such as assertions, association, and method definitions in the UML diagrams [19,26]. In addi-

tion, pattern-based tools to facilitate semi-automated UML modeling of design patterns can

ensure that the behavioral and structural constraints of these design patterns are satisfied

using model-checking [19], generate methods definitions in the source code, and determine

which design patterns are correctly implemented in the source code. Moreover, the use of

UML and Object Constraint Language (OCL) specification enhanced with temporal logic

operators can be used to specify the pre-conditions, post-conditions, and assertions of the

software architecture’s refactoring [26].
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5 Design for Test (DFT)

5.1 Software DFT

The design for testability (DFT) paradigm in software comes down to using system ar-

chitecting heuristics, software frameworks, and design patterns to improve the high-level

architectural design of the software so that it is more testable. Assertions, preconditions,

and post-conditions can also be used to facilitate DFT techniques. See section 4 on “Software

Test Automation Architecture” for more details.

5.2 Hardware DFT

The advancement of the semiconductor industry into the nanometer scale (ultra deep sub-

micron - UDSM technology) raises daunting challenges in reducing time-to-market. The

rationale for bringing out the products faster is that firms can undercut competition by hav-

ing considerably earlier release of semiconductor products with cutting-edge technologies to

gain a larger market share [27].

One of these challenges is to limit the rising costs of testing VLSI circuits. There ex-

ist contemporary tools for producing input test patterns that are scanned into automated

test equipment (ATE) from compiling and synthesizing the functional specifications. Fur-

thermore, using the process of cyclization for cycle-based ATE systems, existing tools for

automated test pattern generation can produce combinations of input test sequences to ver-

ify the IC’s integrity against timing issues. However, the tools face increasing amounts of

difficulty in synthesizing timing requirements from the timing specifications in a hardware

specification language (HDL), such as Verilog and VHDL. To address this issue, iterative and

incremental development, which involves design and test, is used to establish such timing

specifications [27,28].

Also, contemporary techniques in testing the application-specific ICs (ASICs) at the

system and interface levels using ad hoc techniques and heuristics are inadequate. The design

for testability approach, which improves the controllability and observability of signals in the

ASIC, can be used to deal with the challenges that current techniques have yet to overcome.

It can also help obtain ASIC solutions that are more cost-effective in a reasonable time to

market [29].

Since the quality of the ASIC solution depends on the range of testing being carried

out, fault coverage is often used as a metric to determine if a system has been adequately

tested. Hence, input test vectors and sequences produced from automated test pattern

generators (ATPGs) are evaluated with such metric to help determine the quality of the

ASIC design. Without giving due consideration to how the ASIC design can be tested,

personnel in quality assurance may have significant difficulties quantifying their progress in
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testing, and the quality of the product [29].

The input test pattern generation tools for design-for-test (DFT) software need to han-

dle the aforementioned issues, and deal with faster buses, several clocks, and different man-

ufacturing processes. They also have to mitigate VLSI testing costs by supporting test

languages, such as Standard Test Interface Language (STIL) [30, 31], Core Test Language

(CTL) [32, 33], and Digital Test Interchange Format (DTIF) [34]. In addition, they must

support scan-based and functional testing. Other DFT software tools should deal with anal-

ysis of test results on a myriad of ATE platforms during various stages of the manufacturing

and post-manufacturing process [27].

Improvements of the current state-of-the-art DFT software tools can ameliorate the ex-

orbitant costs, long duration, and test coverage of existing VLSI testing methodologies. By

supporting more than one ATE platform, automated test pattern generators can support

different approaches to VLSI testing. This includes the outsourcing of the testing team,

strategical testing using a team of specialists, and/or the utilization of a myriad range of

ATE for testing various requirements. In addition, as the number of processor cores increase,

it is a daunting task to simulate the functions of the System-on-Chip with many input test

patterns and verify that the results for these tests are correct. It is also necessary to optimize

the duration of such lengthy tests, and compress the enormous size of the input test patterns

and test results for complex multi-core systems or asynchronous VLSI circuits [27].

Hence, to avoid problems with misalignment of the clock signals with the loading of data

from buses or the storing data into buses, the multi-core IC can be transformed into a single-

core problem with one clock domain. This involves cyclization and ATE targeting. Timing

characteristics and patterns of devices are obtained for ATEs by processing simulation log

files. These timing parameters are subsequently entered into ATEs with the use of scripts to

automate the process of data entry. The timing waveforms from the tests performed by the

ATEs can be fully or partially reproduced to help visualize differences between waveforms

of actual test results and expected test results. Also, the data has to be entered into ATEs

using a particular format so that these ATEs can read and process them [27].

Electronics for telecommunication devices have operating frequencies higher than 3 GHz,

which most ATEs can effectively test ICs. The use of BIST allows logical functions of digital

VLSI circuits to be tested at such high operating frequencies, and the functions of analog

and mixed-signal devices in communication circuitry to be tested internally without the use

of expensive ATE for the digital, analog, and mixed-signal domains. Next, DFT techniques

can provide access to numerous internal points in the ICs [27].

Advances of high-level synthesis in electronic design automation allow Design-for-Test

(DFT) techniques to be used in system and high-level design of VLSI circuits. This implies

that it will be easier to implement low-level circuitry for selected DFT methods that fulfills
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the system’s specifications, and is consistent with its high-level design. Consequently, the

hierarchical design and its appropriate test structures can be optimized within an iteration

of the design cycle. This circumvents the need for an iterative and long approach to develop

an IC that meets its timing requirements [35].

Implementing a DFT synthesis system early in the design process, which occurs in be-

tween high-level and logic syntheses, also allows the organization to synthesize the circuit

design using different technologies from a design source. Thus, the choice of technology (or

technologies) that is (are) used to map the design does not require the team to produce a

separate design source for each technology. Such designs are specified with register-transfer

level descriptions. In contrast, DFT techniques that are synthesized for implementation af-

ter physical synthesis are dependent on the process technology. This is a result of selecting

a process technology to create the physical layout of the IC and its netlist for simulation,

verification, and manufacturing. It requires test structures to be embedded into the ICs as

harnesses without affecting the logical functions of the IC. Thus, if certain requirements of

the IC design for a particular process technology are not met at the end of each design cycle,

another iteration would be required to attempt to meet these specifications [35].

Prior to the insertion of test structures into the IC early in the design flow, an analysis

is carried out to determine if the inclusion of such test harnesses will facilitate testing, and

seek out the faults and errors of the design. This shall prevent embedment of test circuitry

for implementing selected DFT techniques without increasing the IC’s ability to yield design

and implementation errors. That is, if testability analysis is not carried out, the additional

circuitry may take up extra chip volume, decrease the yield of the IC design, and not improve

internal test effectiveness and coverage [35].

During the early phase in the design flow, the hierarchical design of the IC using system

architecting heuristics can be used to improve its modularity, which decreases coupling be-

tween subsystems, survivability, and testability amongst other design objectives [22]. Also,

techniques such as “divide and conquer” can be used to split the system design into appro-

priate partitions at each level [36,37]. These can be carried out before and after the insertion

of test structures in the ICs [35].

Several structured DFT techniques for testing non-functional logic include boundary scan,

and memory and logic built-in self-test (BIST). By inserting test structures for boundary

scan or BIST during high-level synthesis, the high-level design of the IC can be made to fa-

cilitate testing at different hierarchical levels by improving controllability and observability.

Consequently, test logic structures can be minimized, test programs can be simplified, and

autonomous testing can be carried out. Also, it allows the design team to deal with register

and I/O transformation so that the IC designed with a DFT approach can be manufactured.

While register transformation may include clock gating, verification of implicit initialization,
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and multi-bit group affiliations of the inferred registers, I/O transformation must facilitate

wrap testing, reduced pin count testing, and sharing I/O resources between functional and

test circuitry. Moreover, transformations made to clock gating early in the IC design cycle

with DFT can optimized functional and test logic simultaneously. This is better than se-

quentially performing gating transformations, timing analysis, and clock skew adjustment to

consider the extra gate delay on the clock path late in the VLSI design cycle. Also, late in

the VLSI design cycle, functional logic has to be optimized for area/volume coverage prior

to area minimization of test logic under timing constraints [35].

To seemlessly integrate logic and test synthesis, technology mapping is used to imple-

ment the logic circuit with a library of elementary standard cells. However, technology

mapping brings about the matching and covering problems. With the matching problem,

the computer-aided design tool must match the desired function of a VLSI circuit module and

any feasible combination of elementary standard cells. This leads to the covering problem,

which is about determining the optimum combination of cells from all feasible combinations

to minimize area, delay, and/or power. Finally, it is empirically found that VLSI design with

DFT considerations early in the design cycle is expected to lead to smaller area/volume con-

sumption and delay in the IC than considering DFT late in the VLSI design cycle. It also

utilizes compact and modular VHDL modules to facilitate reuse of components [35].

A model to facilitate designers and test engineers make the trade-offs involved in deciding

whether Design-for-Test (DFT) techniques shall be used is discussed as follows. If DFT

methods are utilized, this model also facilitates these engineers to make reasonable trade-

offs in determining the final design of the IC and its test strategy. These design engineers

strive for IC designs that are simple in architecture, have a capability to process information

rapidly, and minimizes power consumption and heat dissipation. On the other hand, test

engineers endeavor to obtain an IC architecture that facilitates the identification of design

errors, facilitates the monitoring of signal values throughout the IC, and can deterministically

produce certain outputs given a known set of inputs [38–41].

For the system engineers and project managers working with these engineers, both sets of

perspectives are needed to ensure a profitable IC design. The profitability of this IC design

depends on the difference between the revenue generated from sales of this IC design, and

the accrued and opportunity costs. Thus, such project managers have to account for costs of

expensive design and test software and equipment, labor costs in design and testing, and the

duration of design, design verification against product specifications, test input generation,

testing, and analysis of test results; they should also take note of the expected yield of

various design options, and the test coverage provided by the considered DFT techniques.

In addition, they have to account for the absence of cost savings, had a more optimum

solution been passed [41].
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To make difficult decisions on the trade-offs for the adoption of DFT and the selection

of DFT techniques, project managers need to comprehend the relationships between the

domains of IC design, manufacturing, and testing. The model described provides an analysis

of the benefits and costs involved in the adoption or rejection of DFT. This model’s input

parameters are the volume of production for the IC design, yield of the manufactured chips,

chip area/volume, and testability of the design. Subsequently, a description is provided to

indicate how the model can be used to determine if DFT should be adopted, and if DFT is

adopted, which DFT technique should be used [41].

In the development of the model for the cost-benefit analysis, significant financial factors

influencing the benefits and costs involved in VLSI circuit testing have to be accounted for.

Subsequently, the subset of these factors that are affected by the decision to adopt DFT,

and any DFT technique or combination thereof, are identified to determine their significance

in the interaction of these factors. The author notes that the cost determination for IC

testing a linear summation of costs involved in generating test input and setting up the

test environment, and test execution time and power consumption. It also includes cost of

expensive automated test equipment and their depreciatory costs, costs of the excess mate-

rial and yield of the ICs in DFT implementation, and costs associated with inefficient and

ineffective testing, and poor test coverage. Hence, the correlation between costs associated

with anomalies in manufacturing, such as wafer production, and poor quality assurance is

not accounted for. For example, poorly manufactured wafers not discarded early in the IC

manufacturing process may lead to defective dies being tested, and defective wafers and dies

that are not promptly disposed will lead to double counting of costs in this model. Based

on this, the author suggests considering the interaction of costs associated with test-related

silicon, test execution, and imperfect test quality with the usage of multiple regression in

statistical analysis. An allusion to such interaction of the model’s parameters is provided in

the paper, and needs further investigation [41].

Moreover, the costs of storage space for test input generators and input test sequences

should have also been considered in the model for test cost generation. This is because

an enormous amount of input test sequences is going to be generated and stored in the

IC in DFT implementation, and externally for non-DFT IC designs. Also, the relationship

between the capital cost of testing is proportional to the average number of pins on the

tested ICs. This implies that the capital cost of testing is also a function of the average area

of the tested ICs. The author believes that the square root of the area is used to model

the decreasing rate of cost increase as the size of the ICs increase. This is because the large

costs of test equipment used for testing large ICs is amortized for testing ICs for various

sizes. Whereas, if test equipment is only purchased for testing small ICs, this equipment

will have to be undergo a considerable amount of upgrade before testing of larger ICs can
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commence [41].

The model is enhanced for circuits that implement DFT technology; it considers the

modifications in benefits and costs for employing DFT techniques, and for modifications to

the yield of the ICs. For the former category of costs, it is decomposed into extra additive

costs associated with DFT chips in terms of excess silicon and manufacturing resources, and

multiplicative increase in costs pertinent to input test generation, test execution time, and

the costs of test equipment. For the latter category, a new approach is required for benefits

and costs modeling, since the gains from using DFT in VLSI circuit design encompasses the

domains of design, testing, and manufacturing. Consequently, the benefits from using DFT

is modeled as faster time to market, and enhancement of the manufacturing and testing

processes. This process improvement occurs when test analyses are used to eliminate defects

earlier in the process; unfortunately, no known metric is available for determining the gains

in process improvement, or yield learning [41].

This empirical study indicates that DFT should not be applied for VLSI circuits of large

die volume or planar size, and a considerable region of uncertainty bounds between enormous

ICs that should not implement and small ICs that should implement DFT technology. This

is due to the inadequacies of the benefits-costs model in terms of capturing the interaction

between its parameters, and the uncertainty related to the development of certain metrics.

By increasing the risk incurred in the acceptance of defective ICs, it is more beneficial for

ICs of larger volume to implement DFT technology [41].

Finally, the primary message that the authors are trying to convey is that an economic

model is necessary to determine the benefits and costs involved in the trade-offs in deciding

if the DFT paradigm should be adopted, and if so, which DFT technique or combination

thereof shall be used. That is, the model in discussion is incomplete, and needs further

improvement as it is based only on empirical study. Also, the temporal relationship between

the design, testing, and manufacturing domains also need to be investigated. Similarly, the

impact of implement various combinations of DFT techniques on yield learning process, and

the effectiveness and efficiency of the testing process need to be further researched [41].

Design for Testability (DFT) in IC design has becoming increasingly more important

due to the growing costs and complexity of testing VLSI circuits at different hierarchical

levels, such as chip, board, and system level [8]. Also, as the risks of inadequately testing

ICs increases, different types of fault models need to be included in testing schemes so that

more types of physical defects, and electrical and logical faults can be covered. Examples

of some fault models include the stuck-at fault model and delay fault model. The former

fault model deals with short circuits between the source and drain of a MOSFET, and open

circuits at the drain or source of a MOSFET [8]. The latter model deals with failures to

meet timing requirements at the desired speed. Other fault models include the bridging fault
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model, which occur when a net is used to replace two other nets with an implementation of

a elementary logic function (AND or OR the previous nets), open and break faults [8], and

IDDQ faults due to leakage currents [8,12]. Together, such fault models are used to generate

input test patterns, build fault dictionaries [12,42–45], and determine the presence of faults

in circuit analysis [11].

The controllability of a circuit indicates the amount of ease that specific signal values

can be set up at certain nodes by assigning certain input patterns to the circuit, while

its observability describes how well can a signal at a given node be ascertained by feeding

certain inputs to the circuit and observing its outputs [8]. Some algorithms to generate input

test patterns for combination circuits include D-algorithm, Path-Oriented DEcision Making

(PODEM), and FAN-out-oriented test generation (FAN). For sequential circuits and circuits

with reconvergent fan-out, input test pattern generation is considerably more difficult, and

requires DFT techniques to facilitate input test pattern generation. Such DFT techniques

may fall under the following classes: scan-based techniques, boundary-scan tests [8], built-in

self test (BIST) techniques, and current monitoring IDDQ testing [11].

Traditional test techniques involve using test pattern generators to produce sequences

of input test combinations, and loading these input test patterns into an automated tester

for loading. Subsequently, the expected test outputs are compared with the responses of

the automated tester to determine if there is any discrepancy; such discrepancies indicate

that errors exist in the VLSI circuit. However, the fault models involved in this traditional

approach are inadequate; the usage of more complex fault models will increase the rigor

of generating input test patterns [8, 11, 46]. In addition, the input test patterns that are

automatically generated may not have sufficient fault coverage, and manual generation of

input test patterns would otherwise take up a significant amount of time. Since many input

test patterns would have been generated and need to be stored for retrieval by the automated

tester, a significant amount of storage devices need to be used to store these input test

patterns. Moreover, to improve the time complexity of executing the tests, multiple testers

are required to run these tests concurrently to save the amount of time needed to exhaustively

run input test patterns [47].

Built-in self-test techniques are employed to automatically generate input test patterns,

execute tests with these inputs, and ascertain if the output signals are correct. However, there

is considerable difficulty in determining the fault coverage for pseudo-random generated input

test patterns to test sequential and combinational circuits, and in the concurrent analysis of

test results. Consequently, exhaustive testing is used to guarantee complete test coverage. To

avoid long input test sequences, the circuit is recursively partitioned into segments/partitions

so that the input test sequences for each partition is manageable [47].

As more and more transistors can be packed on an IC, due to decreasing size of transistors,
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clock frequency of ICs are also expected to increase exponentially. Also, the number of

I/O pins of the ICs will increase. Unfortunately, power consumption will also ramp up.

Therein lies the challenge of developing or improving Design-for-Test (DFT) and testing

methodologies to cope with this exponential growth in VLSI technology so that ICs can be

shipped to customers with a low defective rate. For example, testing equipment will have to

improve tester speed and overall timing accuracy to cope with decreasing cycle times. Else,

these testing equipment will not be able to accurately test manufactured ICs [48].

As manufacturing costs per transistor in ICs decrease, the costs of depreciation for test

equipment amortized over each transistor remains fairly constant. Thus, if this trend contin-

ues, the cost of manufacturing a transistor will keep reducing and approach the testing costs

of a transistor. Exacerbating the problem is the steep rise in the price of automated test

equipment, which is a result of increasing I/O pins and complexity of the ICs. Other chal-

lenges facing the electronics industry at the ultra deep sub-micron (UDSM) scale are heat

dissipation, electromagnetic interference, and decreasing noise margin that is due to larger

currents and smaller voltages. In addition, the effects of parasitic inductance, capacitance,

and resistance in interconnects will dominate gate delays. A suggested solution is to modify

the testing paradigm for fault modeling and coverage, current handling, test accuracy, and

defect isolation [48].

In fault modeling, new failure modes in the solution space for UDSM design have to

be captured by contemporary fault models. For example, the prevalence of capacitive and

inductive coupling in UDSM VLSI design results in the dominance of interconnect delay

over gate delay [46, 49]. Other failure mechanisms include defects in signal routing (bridge

defects), and delay-related and speed-related defects. This requires the development of cost-

effective models to capture the complexity of these new failure modes, without requiring too

much computational time to model and process information [48].

Testing methodologies have to handle the combination of increasing switching and back-

ground currents, and off currents (IDDQ) in current handling. It also has to deal with im-

proving power supply to help control noise and power delivery. For improving test accuracy,

accuracy of testing equipment needs to match device speed so that the output timing signals

associated with the test equipment can be controlled. Also, the phase-locked loops (PLLs)

in these test equipment must be designed for these speeds with minimum clock jitter [48].

Finally, the challenges facing VLSI testing and DFT in electronic design automation and

testing equipment should not impede the progress of the semiconductor and its related in-

dustries. That is, improvements in VLSI testing and DFT must keep up with the exponential

growth of electronic design, semiconductor packaging, and silicon process technology. Also,

the growth rate of VLSI testing and DFT should match that of desired VLSI testing and

DFT technologies, which needs to be developed in time for use [48].
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6 Built-In Self-Test (BIST)

6.1 Software BIST

Built-in test (BIT) mechanisms for software provide a methodical approach to internally

verifies the functions of software components, and their interaction with other components.

This helps to reduce the need for performing those tests using external software testing

tools that may add to run-time overheads, and simplify the setup of internal tools to test

the software; this is analogous to built-in self-test (BIST) mechanisms in very large scale

integrated (VLSI) circuits [29,50,51]. Since these test and verification structures are required

to be incorporated into the design of the software, the software design must include such

considerations in the development of the software architecture; see section 5.1 on Software

DFT. Also, the facilities to test preconditions, postconditions, and assertions that are based

on mathematical models shall be inserted into software without modifying the original code

[6].

Besides, these built-in test facilities shall also be independent of the data structures

used by the components, and be performed as separate operations from the behavior of the

components. Furthermore, when these tests fail, the cause of the failures are dealt with

by the appropriate functions so that these software faults will not propagate to other soft-

ware components during software execution. This enables the internal state of the software

components to be observed as well. All of these occur without client software components

detecting their presence, as the test mechanisms should not interfere with the functions of

the components; client software components are those that interact with the software com-

ponents that are under test. Again, this is comparable to the design for test paradigm in

VLSI design [6, 27,35,47,48,52].

Since the software developers only have to provide a simple interface for these built-

in test mechanisms, automated testing facilities can be generated, and executed without

interfering with the system and detect undesired interactions. With its flexibility to handle

different system development and integration methodologies, it can be cost-effectively used

to improve software testing if automated test-case generation is carried out effectively to

cover a significant range of input data sequences, test formats, and test patterns [6].

6.2 Hardware BIST

When contemporary integrated circuits are tested externally, their execution cannot be ade-

quately examined to determine their quality and performance. This is due to the enormous

number of transistors in the circuit, and the limited number of external I/O pins available

to access all the signals in the IC. In addition, the external testing that is carried out at

each stage of the production process may increase the risks of damaging the IC, such that
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more testing would have to be carried out to ensure that these faults are corrected or do not

affect the remaining ICs that are ready for shipping [51].

BIST methodology can provide adequate test coverage without substantial increase in

time to market, chip area and volume, and design and production costs. It uses extra circuitry

to execute tests internally so that the values of signals can be acquired and measured, and

analyzed for possible defects. Hence, it does not have to rely on exorbitantly priced and

cumbersome external automated test equipment and tools, such as logic analyzers and digital

oscilloscopes, to access specific interconnects in various metal layers. Nor would it be limited

by the data transfer speed and bandwidth of interconnects and communication cables of the

attached external equipment to access adequate information and many different points in

the IC. Finally, at frequencies of gigahertz and beyond, the I/O signals between the IC and

the external automated test equipment may get distorted from electromagnetic interference,

such as crosstalk noise [51].

As the size of the wires is in the order of several or tens of centimeters, they have a

wavelength corresponding to the following [53]:

c = f · λ

Rearrange the equation to yield:

f = c
λ

Substitute example values of the length of wires, which are 1 cm and 10 cm, used to

connect testing equipment to the IC package:

f1 = 3.0 × 10
8 m/s2

0.1 m
= 3 GHz, and

f2 = 3.0 × 10
8 m/s2

0.01 m
= 30 GHz

ICs used in electronics for wireless local area networks (WLAN) and satellite commu-

nications have respective operating frequencies in the range of gigahertz or tens of giga-

hertz [54, 55]. For the testing of ICs used in such electronics in the gigahertz range of oper-

ating frequencies [56], the wavelengths of emitted electromagnetic waves from such devices,

which is between 0.01 m to 0.1 m, is approximately the same length as connecting wires

between the ICs and test equipment. Hence, the parasitic inductive and capacitive effects of

these wires will add to the surrounding electromagnetic interference on the IC, and further

complicate the analysis of the IC to ensure strong signal integrity in the communications be-

tween the IC and the test equipment. In addition, the propagation of electromagnetic waves

from surrounding communication systems, like WLAN networks, may add to the noise and

distortion affecting the tests on the ICs, if shielding from unnecessary electromagnetic waves

is not properly carried out [51,53].
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Moreover, BIST improves the ease of configuration management by reducing the amount

of information needed to be maintained for test results pertaining to each hierarchical level

of design, version of developed hardware, and the configuration of tools and components

used under specified operating conditions. The test results obtained from BIST implemen-

tations can be stored in memory devices or overwritten. Consequently, information such

as the type of software and firmware used, and the benchmarks used to evaluate the ICs’

performances, configuration of tools, and version number can be omitted from data storage.

Lastly, standard intellectual property (IP) blocks used for the BIST of specific components

can encourage reuse to lower development and testing costs, while providing control of what

test functions are carried out. The control of which set of test functions are employed will

ensure that a certain amount of test coverage is provided [51].

The scan interface embedded into ICs in BIST sequentially transfers data between be-

tween the registers in the IC and the IC’s external interface. This allows test results from

BIST circuitry to be transferred to external testing equipment. Next, by providing informa-

tion on the specifications on the IC in the data input to the IC’s I/O pins, the IC’s internal

test generators can generate adequate amounts and variety of test input patterns and test

functions to obtain desired test coverage.

Also, the internal analysis and temporary storage of test results can simplify the connec-

tion of test equipment to the IC to determine if they meet specifications. For example, in

scan chain testing, a series of shirt registers (scan cells) are used to sequentially access to

devices under test (DUT). Such scan cells will receive input from the test generators to feed

these test input through the logic in the IC. Consequently, the output from various logic

blocks are placed into selected scan cells are data analysis. Thus, scan-based testing allows

the user to observe values in registers and logic blocks by the provision of virtual probes into

them. However, scan-based testing runs in a time complexity order of O(n). To improve its

computational complexity, more scan cells can be added internally to provide more access

to various points in the IC without modifying the I/O interface [51].

Standards developed for test access ports enable boundary scan to be carried out between

electronic components at different levels, ranging from components on the printed circuit

board (PCB) to the cellular/modular level in ICs. While they offer a cost-effective approach

to testing interconnection between modules without burdening the I/O facilities of the IC, it

is slow because the standard interface that was originally designed for functional board level

testing of interconnects between chips on PCBs [52,57–59]. Also, the flow of control signals

used to facilitate the communication of modules during testing may use the same buses

as normal data flow in the IC, and the boundary-scan control device may serially connect

boards in the scan-chain. These may cause strong competition for bandwidth in the data and

control buses, and impede boundary-scan testing and performance of the IC [60]. Lastly, the
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availability of emulators, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and application-specific

ICs (ASICs) enhances the uptake of boundary scanning when more internal registers can

be used to test logic components to speed up testing while avoiding the usage of expensive

external test equipment [51].

For BIST to be economically feasible, test pattern generation must be included in the IC

to produce test input sequences and combinations to exercise the logic components under

operating conditions. Test pattern generations based on pseudo-random processes (PRTPG)

can deterministically reproduce test stimulus to exercise all components in the IC with

approximate equivalence. In addition, analysis of the test results are made with comparisons

of these results with expected outputs based on input test patterns. Due to the large number

of test input patterns being executed and test data to be collected, these test results are

compressed using signature-generation hardware to capture only the important details so

that excessive memory space in the IC is not used to store these results. A number of such

compressed test results, which are also known as signatures, and expected outputs can also

be concurrently compared using multiple-input signature register (MISR) hardware. Finally,

the problem of aliasing a compressed test result with test failures into an error-free signature

is one in 2n, which is insignificant if the data compression technique did not reduce the

number of representative bits, n, into a small number [51].

Scan-based BIST of logic structures can be implemented by connecting PRTPG to the

inputs of such logic structures, and MISR to their outputs. These scanning techniques in

VLSI testing are able to detect up to 90% of errors using the pseudo-random generated

test inputs. However, some hardware faults are difficult to be uncovered with these pseudo-

random generated test inputs. Consequently, extra connections are made from locations in

the IC where these faults may occur to the scan cells so that observability and controllability

can be improved. That is, these response of these additional points in the wiring of the IC to

the executed test cases can be determined by analyzing test results in the scan cells. Also,

the pseudo-random generated test inputs would be able to elicit a response at such points

when test inputs are driven into the logic structures to produce expected outputs [38–40].

Since BIST is affordable, more test patterns of a larger variety can be carried out to detect

specific hardware faults that are more likely to occur. Consequently, the extra testing that

is carried out in BIST, compared to external testing with automated test equipment, can

uncover unexpected outputs as well [51].

Test input sequences for memory devices can be deterministically generated to have

regular structures so that a new input pattern will overwrite an old pattern that had already

been analyzed. Since these test patterns are regular in structure, their expected outputs

can be generated in real-time for RAM devices when required by a finite-state machine

implementation. This reduces the demand to store expected test results in a compressed
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format [51].

Contemporary tools in electronic design and test automation have facilities for specifying

the behavior and functions of the BIST blocks. The specifications for their functions and

behavior can be specified in a system modeling language, or programming language. They

are subsequently synthesized into designs at the register transfer level (RTL), before physical

synthesis in IC layout. Hence, the inclusion of BIST blocks in the front-end VLSI design

process avoids needless amounts of iterations between the front-end and back-end phases of

the design process to meet timing, area, power, and heat dissipation requirements [51].

Finally, the economical value of employing BIST in VLSI circuit design depends on the

seamless integration of BIST design into the IC design process. As such, BIST technology

shall be able to test complex VLSI designs at the system level. Advancements shall also

be made to provide BIST for mixed-signal and analog ICs, and to monitor different circuit

parameters pertaining to deep-submicron (DSM) design. This will vastly reduce the need

for expensive external test equipment, and greatly reduce costs associated with testing [51].

The usage of built-in self-test (BIST) in VLSI circuit design can also improve the effec-

tiveness of testing integrated circuits (ICs) to meet stringent requirements in a shorter time

to market. Reusable and modular hardware components are built into the integrated cir-

cuits to perform internal testing of the software. It is also capable of facilitating the internal

diagnosis of such test results and correct detected faults [50].

Automating the verification and testing of electronics using BIST enables VLSI circuit

designers to reduce time taken to develop, verify, and test the IC. It enables IC verification

and/or test engineers to perform other tasks when test automation is being carried out on

a system or module. Since these BIST components are modular and generic, they can be

combined differently to meet specific needs for cost reduction. That is, new components for

basic BIST design does not have to be generated for each IC project [50].

Also, BIST components allow signals at various points in the circuit to be acquired

for analysis, without requiring cumbersome automated test equipment that are externally

connected to the IC. Consequently, time and effort required to set up the test facilities with

the components in the IC can be conserved. In addition, BIST components enable ICs to

have robust error recovery mechanisms; such components can detect faults, and repair these

errors. Hence, the costs to maintain ICs with BIST components that facilitate error-recovery

will be decreased with the those of error diagnosis and error-correction [50].

The test pattern generator consist of the following modules: a test pattern generator,

output data compactor, and a test controller. The test pattern generator creates test input

vectors and sequences for the BIST components to execute. Next, the output data compactor

creates distinctive indicators for the success or failure of running the test cases. Subsequently,

it compresses these data in terms of memory space over a shorter period of time. Together,
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they are used to determine the architecture of the BIST. Finally, the text controller is used

to initiate the tests, and examines the test output for anomalies from expected output. The

control module also facilitates hierarchical testing by testing each high-level module, which

in turn triggers tests for low-level modules and their submodules. This enables components

of the IC to be tested with the BIST technique at each level in the hierarchy [50,56].

Metrics for determining the effectiveness of using BIST modules should cover the fault

coverage of the sequences of input test vectors, the increase in the chip area, and heat

and power consumption due to the addition of BIST components. Moreover, the yield of

the manufactured ICs due to the extra area, and heat and power consumption have to

be factored in, along with timing performance issues. For example, the addition of BIST

components may affect the routing and placement of cells in the IC, and consequently affect

the yield of the ICs. Lastly, while there are extra overheads in terms of area and power

consumption, the savings in time and effort for testing during the manufacturing process is

more significant [50].

BIST is highly dependent on the architecture of the IC; it has been used successfully in

ICs with regular structures such as RAM, ROM, and other memory devices. The regularity

of such devices and the resultant simple design, and the use deterministic algorithms to test

for design and manufacturing errors result in a high test coverage. Also, such devices cannot

be adequately tested for errors using external equipment [50].

In testing digital logic blocks, deterministic stored-pattern BIST and pseudo-exhaustive

BIST trade-off fault coverage for memory space and execution time of the tests. Conse-

quently, if circuits are suitable for pseudo-random testing, pseudo-random BIST is used to

to provide better trade-offs for fault coverage over area and performance overheads. A circuit

can be made more appropriate for pseudo-random testing by biasing the probabilities of bits

in input vectors being set high or low. Signals at certain points in the IC can also be probed

to improve the amount of control and observation on the signals of the IC; this facilitates the

detection of elusive faults in pseudo-random testing by inserting random patterns to make

them more emergent [50].

By executing the tests with the BIST components at the same clock frequency as the

IC’s system clock, the ease of identifying clock timing errors is improved [56]. However,

all of these tests cannot be executed in parallel due to constraints in the heat dissipation

and temperature gradient between adjacent regions of the IC. Other constraints include

the structure and placement of the modules, and the execution time of running tests on

them [50].

Some practices used in design of modules in ASICs to facilitate BIST include level sen-

sitive scan design (LSSD), avoidance of asynchronous circuitry, nesting sequential circuits,

feedback loops, internal tri-state buses, and boundary scan testing. LSSD uses level sensi-
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tive latches and flip-flops to replace storage devices so that the feedback loops is logically

covered. This results in the external transformation of the networks logical behavior from a

sequential circuit to a logical circuit. Lastly, boundary scan determines how testing is carried

out, and has an architecture that facilitates the integration of testing modules into the I/O

region to speed up testing of its I/O interface, intra- and inter-module communications, and

functions [29].

7 Application of Design of Experiments in Test Au-

tomation

7.1 Usage of Design of Experiments in Software Engineering

Testing in software engineering consists of executing test suites with varying inputs to the

software so that this software is tested for different test cases. Subsequently, the output

from the software or its behavioral response can be verified to determine if the software is

functioning correctly. Techniques in design of experiments (DOE) can be used to develop

a robust software testing process, where external sources of variability can be reduced with

the aid of software test automation [61].

Using DOE techniques, the software quality assurance engineer can determine the param-

eters that influence the behavior of the software and its output response. This engineer must

also determine the factors and external environmental conditions that should be controlled

in software testing. In addition, the engineer must ascertain how should the software, and

its modules and sub-modules be tested. Also, this engineer has to find out how to analyze

the data obtained from executing the tests, and be able to store the test results for quick

and easy retrieval [61].

When scripts are written to automate software testing so that human interaction with

the software can be eschewed, the performance of the software is influenced by the hardware

(type of processor, and its memory and input/output devices) that it is executed on. Also, if

the software is made to be executed as part of an embedded computing system, it depends on

the external environment in which the embedded systems is placed in. Some of these input

factors such as test input parameters and hardware can be controlled, while the external

environment that embedded computer systems are used in operation cannot be controlled.

Hence, the controllable factors of the software that exhibit the largest influence on the output

of the software or its behavioral response can be identified. It allows these controllable

factors to be adjusted so that the variability of the software’s output response or behavior

is minimized. In addition, these controllable factors can be modified to minimize the effects

of uncontrollable parameters [61].
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For a software with k factors, the exhaustive testing of this software will require m
k test

executions with unique input combinations, or input parameters and environmental factors.

The reason for the base m is because a factor may have m different levels of influence in

the software’s function and output response. Consequently, fractional factorial testing is a

DOE technique that can be used to minimize the number of test executions during software

testing. It does this by selecting a subset from the list of exhaustive test executions that

can be run. This subset excludes aliases high-order interactions, as significant interactions

between most factors that influence the software is unlikely. Hence, the amount of time and

resources spend on testing can be reduced [61,62].

Fractional factorial testing is used to determine the main factors and interactions influ-

encing the software’s output response. As alluded to, it also considers possible interactions

between different factors that can affect the software’s performance or behavior [62]. Ig-

noring such interaction of factors will result in incorrect attribution of software behavior

and function to the factors. Moreover, aliases arise from estimating the influence of two or

more main factors because it repeats the estimation of some interaction terms between these

factors. Thus, they should be removed from the regression model used in fractional factorial

testing. As an aside, in statistical design and analysis of experiments, it is often known as

fractional factorial experimental design [61].

Next, fractional factorial testing can also be used to evaluate and compare the perfor-

mance of different software architectural designs and algorithms. That is, it can be used to

consider design alternatives, and optimize the performance of the software. The selection of

input test parameters and their interactions can be used to determine if the software is robust

to the variety of test input patterns. Also, the mean and standard deviation of the response

variables give adequate indication of the software’s output response and behavior. Thus,

the metrics and methods to measure the response variables should adequately indicate the

minute differences in the response variables, so that small effects from the manipulation of

controllable factors can be determined. As the regression model for fractional factorial test-

ing gets refined with each test execution, insignificant factors in the regression model can be

removed. The tests are executed again to verify that the removed factors were insignificant,

and barely affected the software’s behavior and function [61].

Taguchi’s method can be used to develop software that is robust to environmental con-

ditions and modification of its software components. It can also be used in software de-

velopment to minimize the variation of the software’s behavior and functions around the

desired/expected objectives. For example, orthogonal arrays for main factors and their in-

teractions can be set up so that variation between uncontrollable factors can be minimized.

This allows the usage of controllable factors that are least sensitive to variations in the un-

controllable factors. Thus, by selecting appropriate metrics for the response variables of the
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software system, the interactions between controllable and uncontrollable parameters can

be minimized, or rendered insignificant. However, Taguchi’s method has been proven to

be inefficient, and does not help provide insight into the software development and quality

assurance processes [61].

7.2 Usage of Design of Experiments in VLSI Circuit Design

In DOE for VLSI circuits, a model for measuring the performance of the circuit can be de-

veloped to capture designable parameters and noise parameters, and their interaction terms.

These parameters include factors that are comprised of controllable and uncontrollable vari-

ables [62]. By using such computationally efficient performance models with appropriate

degrees of accuracy, exhaustive and long simulations of the circuit can be eschewed. For

example, a fractional factorial design (including Taguchi’s Orthogonal Arrays) or central

composite design in DOE is used to determine the minimum number of simulation runs for

the verifying the circuit. Also, Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) is a sampling method that

can be used to select input test patterns for simulations to verify the performance of the ICs,

while providing a greater coverage of all possible input patterns [11].

In parametric yield estimation, the direct Monte Carlo and performance model meth-

ods can be used to describe the how well can this IC design be manufactured, and be able

to meet acceptable performance criteria despite random variations in the fabrication pro-

cess. In addition, Monte Carlo-based methods and geometrical methods can be used to

maximize parametric yield by adjusting the controllable variables in its function. In the

former method, circuit simulation is used to evaluate circuit performances for a given set

of controllable variables, along with constructing analytical response surface models. This

enables the acceptable region of the circuit parameter space to be determined so that the

optimum combination of circuit parameters can be determined. For the latter method, geo-

metric approximation, such as the use of simplex method, or analytical models of the circuit

performance, such as response surface models, is used to estimate the acceptable region of

the circuit parameter space. Subsequently, the design centering technique is used to select a

design solution that lies in the middle of this acceptable region [11].

In worst-case analysis, tolerances for the semiconductor fabrication process are deter-

mined by determining the worst values for the performances of the circuit under stochastic

manufacturing, chemical, and material processes. In addition, the worst-case values for

each uncontrollable variable, or noise parameter, can be determined under these statistical

fluctuations; this vector of uncontrollable variables can be used to ascertain that circuit per-

formances are acceptable with such variables. Also, by determining the best, worst, average,

and nominal noise conditions for the uncontrollable variables, IC designers can approxi-

mate the circuit’s range of random variations in its performance. The corners technique
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is commonly used in worst-case analysis, and assumes that the noise parameters can be

varied independently to determine how sensitive each noise parameter is to random vari-

ations. Hence, if an IC can be designed to meet all of its requirements with a vector of

noise parameters set to their worst values, this IC design would improve its parametric yield

considerably. Consequently, this results in conservative designs that create bottlenecks for

further optimization and augmentation of DFM techniques [11].

Stochastic process variations in semiconductor fabrication and random noise fluctuations

can be minimized to reduce their impact on the performance of the circuit. The variance

of such random variations is used to quantify the extent to which the circuit’s performance

has been affected. This variance is a function of controllable variables, so different values

of these controllable variables can be selected to ascertain the smallest variance, or nominal

random variations. Consequently, this leads to optimizing the circuit design for multiple

criteria since a good IC design needs to be selected along with a good circuit performance;

that is, an optimum selection of IC design and circuit performance needs to be made [11].

8 Conclusions

Several techniques related to software and VLSI test automation have been discussed. A

comparative study on the similarities and differences of these techniques is provided. Systems

architecting heuristics can be used to design the architecture for a software or VLSI circuit.

Also, design for testability techniques, such as built-in self test, can be included in the

architecture design to improve and facilitate test automation. Lastly, design of experiments

can be used to reduce the number of test execution runs to save time while achieving an

adequate test coverage.
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A Appendix: A Guide to the Software Engineering

Body of Knowledge

A guide to the software engineering body of knowledge (SWEBOK), which is based on con-

sensus, is being developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and

the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). Its goal is to facilitate the development

of software engineering as a profession by providing knowledge that is expected from people

entering the industry. From this core set of skills and knowledge that budding software

engineers should have, professional organizations in software engineering can set the syl-

labus for examinations that are held for the acquirement of professional licenses, and set the

standards for accrediting program curricula of universities that provide degrees in software

engineering [63].

An overview of the project status and its progress thus far is provided. The SWEBOK

guide hierarchically breaks down the set of core knowledge and skills into several fields

that software engineering students and professionals should be acquainted with. In turn,

each of these fields are broken down into topics of interest within that field; each topic

provides sufficient a description for students, educators, and professionals to find reference

material about it. Consequently, topic description will not be biased towards certain software

development methodologies, business models, styles of management, and areas of application

[63].

The relevant area of knowledge for this report is about software testing, where the pro-

gram is executed to ascertain correct functioning for a selected set of scenarios in testing.

Some of the interesting subareas discussed include test automation and various techniques

used in testing [63].

B Appendix: Application of Automated Software Test-

ing in Academia

Test automation is used in the grading of submitted student programming assignments to

save time required to manually verify if the students have achieved the objectives set out for

the assignments. In addition, the faster turnover rate for graded assignments lead to prompt

feedback to students that can be used to improve their performance; student feedback can

be provided at the time of submission to warn them of compiling errors and failure to meet

particular test cases. These automated test suites have a structure that uses the specifications

of the assignment to determine if the student has fulfilled them. Consequently, based on how

satisfactory have the students fulfilled the requirements, an appropriate grade is awarded to

them [64].
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However, this implies that instructors have to spend a considerable amount of time de-

signing specifications for an assignment so that scripts for automated testing can be written

for them. The amount of effort spent on this will result in tremendous savings in the time that

would have been spent manually grading each submitted program. When test automation is

used, test scripts can be executed concurrently to grade different sets of assignments with-

out requiring user interaction. Subsequently, the scripts may include commands to populate

and update a database that keeps track of the students’ information, such as their names,

student numbers, the number of specifications fulfilled, the requirements that were not met,

and grades. Therefore, the process of disseminating the specifications for assignments, col-

lecting submitted student programming assignments, grading these assignments, providing

assignment feedback, and maintaining a database of their progress can be automated [64].

In fully automated testing of student programs, the test scripts may require graders

to end programs that have excessive execution time. These scripts can also incorporate

built-in self-tests for checking against infinite recursion and loops so that the test scripts

will not be executed perpetually without user interaction. In addition, these test scripts

have to determine if the specifications for the assignments are met and how much of the

specifications that have been fulfilled, such that the test automation process is repeatable

and can be checked with reports for audit. To do so, the requirements for the input, output,

and functions for the programs have to be unambiguously written to convey information

regarding the data types to be used, acceptable range and format of input and output

values, user interaction sequence, and how it should perform the given operations [64].

The test plans define how to approach the evaluation of the program during testing; the

program should be evaluated based on its function and performance under circumstances

that the program is expected to executed correctly, and circumstances that may or will

cause the program to fail. Following the design of test plans, test data set have to selected

from an enormous amount of possible test inputs that can be entered into the students’

programs. Subsequently, test cases have to be developed to provide adequate, irredundant,

and effective and efficient test coverage for the specifications of the assignments. Each

of these test scenarios indicates the expected behavior in reaction to some given inputs.

From this, a plan for assigning grades based on certain inputs for selected test cases can

subsequently developed to assess whether the student(s) has(/have) demonstrated adequate

comprehension of the class material to apply those acquired concepts. The grading plan will

determine how many points have the student accumulated for satisfying each specification

of the assignment [64].

This specification driven test automation framework for grading student assignments

helps to save time and effort. Initial resistance to automated grading of assignments can be

overcome when students learn and appreciate the importance of conforming to the specifi-
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cations of the assignments, and when they utilize the prompt and detailed feedback of the

automated grading system to. An interesting and challenging avenue for future work involves

the automated generation of test scripts from the specifications of the assignments [64].
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